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ABOUT Us
In March of 2020, when the pandemic shut down the live events and entertainment industry, founders 
Elliot Kravetz and Terry Holdershaw put a plan in place to build a virtual event studio. Collectively they 
have over 30 years of experience in audiovisual and live production. Their shared vision is to accommodate 
live-streaming and virtual event services for existing and new clientele looking for professional support on 
their virtual and online events.

Booking EJSE Studio will make your virtual event feel more like a Professional Live Event. The EJSE team 
will technically produce your event from start to finish. EJSE can seamlessly bring your hosts/presenters 
into our production suite software from your preferred location; add your branding; custom layouts such as 
picture in picture, side by side, panel layouts and overlays; content playback and have this sent out to your 
preferred livestream platform. 

The virtual studio event space is based in Vaughan, Ontario. EJSE Studio also offers offsite streaming from 
your venue or location across Southern Ontario, and complete virtual event support worldwide

THE sTUDIO

Whether you have a completely virtual event or a full-scale stage event with multiple panel discussions and 
video rolls, the EJSE team have you completely covered. Choose from one of our two fully equipped studios.

The Loft is our smaller studio upstairs and is reserved for completely virtual events, with the option of one 
main presenter in-studio. The EJSE team has the space set up for production tech, and an area where a 
presenter can speak in front of our green screen with a custom background or drape and lighting options. Pre-
senters and audience are brought together on the live-stream while incorporating your branding elements.

The Main Studio is our full-stage production facility for multi-person presentations and live elements. 
Complete with a large stage, backdrop, video wall, broadcast cameras and lighting. Merge that with our main 
control room and the chosen event platform, and you have a full television level broadcast with all the 
available options.

CONTACT Us

647-361-6042

info@ejsestudio.com



BACKUP

EJSE understands that everyone wants the assurance their presentation and/or event is not going to have 
interference from weak signal or internet quality. We’ve taken care of this by implementing a high-end net-
working system complete with both Bell and Rogers hard-wired networks running at the same time with 
automatic switchover. There is a third level of redundancy of an LTE system as well. In other words, you can 
be confident about the reliability of our network.

EVENT FORMAT

VIRTUAL EVENT PLATFORM
One-way video/audio between the presenter and audience in most cases.
Full event website, registration and management options for more complicated events. 
Supports Sponsor Booths, Networking, 1-on-1 Meetings, Concurrent Sessions and much more.

TWO WAY COMMUNICATION
Interactive two-way video/audio between the presenter and audience.
In-person event feeling. Multiple rooms can be combined for larger events.

LIVESTREAM
One-way video/audio from presenter to the audience with Live Chat feature.
View on any web browser or device, and embed onto a website or event platform.

WEBINAR
One-way video/audio from presenters to the audience on a Webinar Platform.
Audience options can include Text Commenting, Q&A and Polling, with the option for us to 
unmute attendees that digitally raise their hand or are called on by the presenter.

The advantage of being one of the first to offer live-stream services in Canada is our extensive experience 
with dozens of digital event platforms. This allows us to give our clients the choice of using a platform they 
already have access to. EJSE are also happy to recommend a platform that would work best for your type of
event.


